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Abstract
We describe a distributed implementation for Latent Dirichlet Allocation parameter estimation based upon the method of moments.
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Introduction

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has proven extremely popular and versatile since its introduction
over a decade ago. LDA is successful in part because it assigns a mixture of latent states (“topics”)
to each set of exchangeable observations (“document”), in contrast to a hard clustering. This property complicates the estimation of latent parameters, and has led to extensive research in disparate
learning techniques. Broadly speaking there are 3 basic strategies: variational inference [3]; Markov
chain Monte Carlo [6]; and the method of moments [1], the latter having been recently discovered.
Due to high dimensional data with large vocabulary size; numerous documents; and number of
topics, computational constraints are the limiting factor to developing large scale topic models.
This has motivated research into scalable computational strategies for LDA. In the single node context, stochastic variational inference [9] is fast and accurate, but has high communication costs in
the distributed setting. Batch variational inference has a more favorable ratio of communication
to computation as the E-step (but not the M-step) is embarrisingly parallel [14]. Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques have also been implemented in the distributed setting, both synchronous [16, 21] and asynchronous [17] variants.
Due to their recent introduction, there are no distributed implementations of method of moments
based approaches to LDA. We leverage that the method of moments for LDA reduces to canonical
polyadic (CP) decomposition of a tensor, a problem which has received extensive study in the literature [11], including distributed variants [10]. We combine ALS with whitening preprocessing (data
orthogonalization and dimensionality reduction) motivated by better convergence rate and perturbation guarantees [1] compared to previous methods. Additionally, the preprocessing has the benefit
that the subsequent tensor decomposition is independent of the vocabulary size and the number of
documents.
Although ALS requires many iterations to converge (more than would be tolerable using map-reduce
without custom support for low-overhead iteration), we utilize REEF [4], a distributed processing
framework which runs on YARN [19] managed clusters, e.g., a Hadoop 2 installation.
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LDA Moment Characterization

Because our algorithm is based upon spectral methods for LDA, we review the relevant background
material here. LDA models each of n documents as a mixture over k latent topics, where each topic
1

Algorithm 1 Distributed Spectral LDA Parameter Estimation
1: function LDA(k, α0 , D ∈ Rn×d )
2:
// Whiten M̂2 (3 data passes)
3:
(U, Σ, V ) = svd(M̂2 (D), k).
. U ∈ Rn×k
4:
// Compute projected M̂1 (1 map-reduce pass)
5:
M̂1 ← mean(U, Σ)
. M̂1 ∈ Rk
6:
// Compute projected M̂3 matricization (1 map-reduce pass)
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7:
M̂3 ← computeM3 (U, Σ, M̂1 )
. M̂3 ∈ Rk×k
8:
// CP decompose M̂3 via ALS (multiple BSP iterations)
9:
(λ, A) ← cp als(M̂3 , k)
. λ ∈ Rk , A ∈ Rk×k
10:
// Recover LDA parameters from factorization (single node)
11:
{βi }ki=1 ← unproject(A)
12:
αi ∝ λ−2
. see Section 4.3 of [1]
i
13:
return ({βi }ki=1 , {αi }ki=1 )
14: end function

defines a multinomial topic-word conditional emission probability β over d tokens. The mixing
distribution of latent topics per document is modeled as drawn from a Dirichlet hyperprior. The
parameters of interest to estimate from a corpus are the topic-token emission probabilities for each
topic {βi }ki=1 ∈ ∆d , and the Dirichlet hyperprior parameter α ∈ ∆k . A key result is Theorem 3.5
of [1], which states that the shifted moments of a rank-k LDA model given by
def

M1 = E[x1 ],

(1)

α0
M1 ⊗ M1 ,
M2 = E[x1 ⊗ x2 ] −
α0 + 1

(2)

def

def

M3 = E[x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ x3 ]
α0
−
(E[x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ M1 ] + E[x1 ⊗ M1 ⊗ x3 ] + E[M1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ x3 ])
α0 + 2
α02
+
M1 ⊗ M1 ⊗ M1 ,
(α0 + 2)(α0 + 1)

(3)

are related to the latent parameters via
M2 =

k
X

αi βi ⊗ βi ,

M3 =

i=1

k
X

αi βi ⊗ βi ⊗ βi .

i=1

Here x1 , x2 , and x3 are tokens in the same document. Hyperprior vector α is identifiable to its
def Pk
direction but not amplitude, therefore we specify hyperparameter α0 = i=1 αi . Heuristically, a
small α0 will prefer documents that have only a few topics.
This result indicates that a tensor decomposition of M3 reveals the latent parameters of interest.
Although M3 need not be explicitly formed to perform the decomposition, for latent dimensionalities
typically employed with LDA (e.g., k < 104 ), it is advantageous to explicitly form the empirical
M3 ∈ Rk×k×k in a reduced dimensional space. This makes subsequent computation independent
of both the number of documents and the number of tokens. Note that the reduced dimensional
representation is theoretically correct due to the moment characterization indicating that a low-rank
decomposition of M2 is sufficient to identify the subspace containing the {βi }. Furthermore, it is
practically efficient because randomized SVD[7] provides an inexpensive way to obtain a low-rank
decomposition of M2 .
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Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is our distributed spectral LDA algorithm for parameter estimation. The major phases
are whiten, project, tensor decompose, and unproject. Not shown is our algorithm for estimating the
latent state distribution for a document given the estimated model parameters: for this we utilize the
2

variational lower bound strategy from [3]. This is only used at test time to evaluate perplexity on
held-out documents, and from a systems perspective is a map-only embarrassingly parallel function
given the model parameters, so we omit detailed discussion.
The rank-k SVD on line 3 of algorithm 1 is done in three map-reduce [5] data passes via randomized techniques [7]. Significant efficiency gains are possible via analytical composition of the fast
empirical count estimation formulas in section 6.1 of [1] with the randomized SVD algorithm. For
example, the action of E[x1 ⊗ x2 ] on a basis Ω simplifies to


n
X
X

1
 1 1
E[x1 ⊗ x2 ]Ω =
c>
ei  ,
m Ω − Ωi cm,i~
lm 2!
n m=1
2
i|cm,i 6=0

where cm is the vector of token counts for document m, lm =

P

i cm,i ,

and ~ei is the ith basis vector.

Once the high-dimensional data has been projected into the compact k dimensional space, the em2
pirical mean M̂1 ∈ Rk and empirical (matricized) shifted third moment M̂3 ∈ Rk×k are computed
in the projected space using equations (1) and (3). This can be done with 2 additional map-reduce
data passes.
After forming M̂3 , tensor decomposition via ALS proceeds. This involves solving a sequence of
least squares problems of the form
(λ, A) ←

min

σ∈Rk ,X∈Rk×k

X Diag(σ) (C

>

B) − M̂3

2

s. t. ∀k : kXk k = 1, σk ≥ 0

(4)

where
denotes Khatri-Rao product. ALS alternatively optimizes for A, B, and C, each time
estimating λ to ensure eigenvectors are normalized [11]. For such problems the formula in The
†
†
>
orem 2 of [12] is highly useful: (C B) = C > C ? B > B
(C B) , where ? denotes
element-wise
product.

 Additional efficiency is via possible via “Fast Property 2” of [13], which
>
states (C B) x = Bi> XCi , where X = reshape(x, k, k).
i

After the tensor decomposition has converged, we map the eigenvectors back into the original token
space. We employ the following novel strategy based upon the inverse whitening transformation in
Theorem 4.3 of [1] combined with enforcing a simplex constraint. Specifically, given the matrix
A ∈ Rk×k of reduced dimensionality eigenvectors we wish to find a matrix Φ ∈ Rd×k such that
Φ ≈ (W > )† A Diag(λ) where W = Σ† V ∈ Rk×d is the whitening matrix from the SVD from line
3 of algorithm 1. Furthermore we require each column of Φ to be on the simplex. This can be done
via ADMM as a post-processing step on a single node, by iterating the following equations
ρ
2
Φ ← arg min Θ − (W > )† A Diag(λ) 2 + kΘ + U − Zk22
2
Θ

1
(W > )† A Diag(λ) + ρ(Z − U )
←
ρ+1
Z ← Π∆ (Φ + U ),
(5)
U ← Φ + U − Z.
Equation (5) is a minimum Euclidean norm projection of each column onto the simplex and can be
done in O(kd log d) time [20].
3.1

ALS implementation details

From a systems standpoint, the ALS computation conforms to a Bulk Synchronous Parallel computation model [18]. Each column of the left hand side of equation (4) can be estimated independently
on a portion of M̂3 , providing up to degree k parallelism. Processors must then synchronize by
exchanging newly estimated columns before proceeding to the next least squares subproblem. The
space requirements for each worker is O(k 2 ), and the amount communicated to each worker per
ALS iteration is O(k 2 ).
We map the BSP structure onto REEF via a master-worker arrangement of evaluators, where workers
perform concurrent computations, and the singleton master organizes communication and provides
3

Nodes
1
5
10
20
40

Training Time (s)
3475
1860
1392
1184
1289

Table 1: Running times for k = 100 as number of nodes is varied.
barrier synchronization. Each worker is responsible for a row slice of the estimated factor A using
a row slice of M̂3 and the full other factors B and C. Workers iteratively recompute their updated
factor, broadcast to other workers, and receive updated factors from other workers, where the last
step provides synchronization. The master checks for the termination condition and optionally halts
during the synchronization phase. This arrangement facilitates fault-mitigation strategies, e.g., the
master can detect a fault in a worker, instruct the remaining workers to continue with a partial factor
update while requesting more evaluators and reconstructing the communication mesh.
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Experimental Results

We describe results with the New York Times news corpus [15], obtained via the UCI Machine
Learning repository [2]. This corpus has 300,000 documents, 102,660 unique tokens, and roughly
100M total tokens. We evaluate model quality using average per-token log perplexity [3],
Pn
log p(cm )
log perplexity({cm }nm=1 ) = − Pnm=1Pd
.
m=1
w=1 cm,i
To estimate log p(cm ) for a single document we use the variational lower bound from [8].
Using the stochastic variational inference implementation from [8] with k = 100, we obtain a
training log perplexity of 8.31 and a training running time of 2 hours. Using spectral inference we
obtain training log perplexity of 8.13 with k = 100. Running times depend upon the number of
compute nodes utilized, as indicated in table 1. Initially more nodes are beneficial, but eventually
communication overhead dwarfs increased processing power and training times do not decrease with
additional nodes.
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Conclusion

We have presented a distributed implementation of LDA based upon the method of moments. The
core of the algorithm is the factorization of a tensor which we perform with Alternating Least
Squares. To this end we leveraged REEF, a distributed processing library on top of YARN, which
enables the implementation of iterative algorithms with low overhead between iterations. In the
future, we plan to apply the same ideas in other applications of mixed membership models such as
community detection where we expect to have an even bigger advantage compared to variational
methods.
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